NEW STUDY:

More Cargo at Risk of Diversion from U.S. West Coast Ports to British Columbia

SAN FRANCISCO (September 1, 2020) – For well over a decade, U.S. West Coast ports have been experiencing a loss of market share of discretionary cargo – cargo that is imported from Asia and transported to destinations throughout the United States. In particular, East Coast and Gulf Coast market share gains have led directly to West Coast market share losses.

A new Mercator study released today highlights the growth of another competitor for West Coast discretionary cargo: the British Columbia ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert. Mercator’s study focuses solely on intact intermodal cargo – an important segment of the cargo market comprising containers that are shipped directly by rail from vessels to internal U.S. markets.

Mercator estimates that U.S. West Coast ports handled 2.85 million TEUs of intact intermodal cargo in 2019. The ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert, which have steadily eroded U.S. West Coast market share for intact intermodal cargo over the past five years, will have the capacity to handle at least 400,000 TEUs of new capacity by 2022. This is roughly equivalent to 15 percent of the intact intermodal cargo currently flowing through San Pedro Bay and the Puget Sound, according to Mercator. The volume that is at risk could grow even higher as the Canadian ports expand their capacities in coming years.

Mercator identifies the Chicago and Memphis markets as the most susceptible to Canadian competition because of their direct connection to the British Columbia ports by the two primary Canadian railroads.

For intact intermodal cargo, the British Columbia ports have significant route cost advantages as high as $600 per container over U.S. West Coast ports. This cost advantage is due to significantly lower rail rates charged by the Canadian railroads, as well as lower terminal costs to move the containers from ships to trains. The Canadian ports’ cost advantage is even greater due to surcharges imposed at U.S. gateways, including the Harbor Maintenance Fee applied to carriers at West Coast ports and a transit fee for cargo in Southern California to access the Alameda Corridor.

“The U.S. West Coast ports continue to be the largest North American gateway for Asian imports, but that lead is being eroded not just by U.S. ports in the Gulf and East Coasts, but also by the two major ports in British Columbia,” said PMA CEO Jim McKenna. “While the intact intermodal cargo identified in the Mercator study may account for a small percentage of our overall volume, it’s still hundreds of thousands of containers each year representing millions of dollars in economic activity. This growing source of competition for valuable discretionary cargo is yet another wake-up call, especially for the Ports of LA, Long Beach, Seattle and Tacoma where most intermodal cargo is currently handled.”
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